About this Book
This book is a continually-evolving class project for
my students across multiple semesters.
It is called "the students' guide," because it has been written by
students for students.
Each semester that I teach a writing or research course, I give
my students the option to write chapters for this book on topics
that interest them. Some are first-year graduate students;
others are close to defending theses and dissertations. Though
not yet experts in the field, these students know what it is like
to be a student and also know how to make difficult concepts
manageable for their peers. Thus, the true value of their
contributions to this book lies in their ability to speak to their
peers through its chapters in a way that is clear and meaningful
at their stage of academic development.

Contributing to this Book
All students at any university are welcome to contribute
to this book by submitting new chapters or revisions of
current chapters with substantial updates. Since all chapters
are released under a Creative Commons license, any updated
chapters will include the name of the new author as a coauthor.
Additionally, instructors are welcome to encourage students to
submit class papers as chapters to this work.
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To submit a chapter, email your manuscript to
studentguide@byu.edu [https://edtechbooks.org/-LkR].
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Royce Kimmons

Dr. Royce Kimmons is an Assistant Professor of
Instructional Psychology and Technology at
Brigham Young University where he studies digital
participation divides specifically in the realms of
social media, open education, and classroom
technology use. More information about his work
may be found at http://roycekimmons.com, and you
may also dialogue with him on Twitter
@roycekimmons
[https://twitter.com/roycekimmons].
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